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Abstract—This paper analyzes the achievable ranging and
positioning performance for two design constraints in a radio
frequency identification (RFID) system: (i) the bandwidth of
the transmit signal and (ii) the use of multiple antennas at the
readers. The ranging performance is developed for correlated
and uncorrelated constituent channels by utilizing a geometry-
based stochastic channel model for the downlink and the uplink.
The ranging error bound is utilized to compute the precision
gain for a ranging scenario with multiple collocated transmit
and receive antennas. The position error bound is then split into
a monostatic and bistatic component to analyze the positioning
performance in a multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) RFID
system. Simulation results indicate that the ranging variance
is approximately halved when utilizing uncorrelated constituent
channels in a monostatic setup. It is shown that both the
bandwidth and the number of antennas decrease the error
variance roughly quadratically.

I. INTRODUCTION

RFID tags have penetrated every corner of our lifes, but

are paramount in supply chain management and logistics. One

major detriment of passive RFID technology is its unsatisfying

localization capability. In numerous applications like sorting

of goods, intelligent warehouses, flexible production, etc., a

sub-meter or even sub-decimetre positioning would be needed.

A trend towards signals with higher bandwidth has been

established, for both active and passive RFID tags, to achieve

higher accuracy for localization purposes [1]. Dardari and

coworkers have focused on ultrawide-bandwidth (UWB) tags

with the capability to scatter back a spreading sequence for

CDMA [2], while others have only adapted the readers and

used existing tags for radar like scenarios (e.g. [3]).

Several researchers have analyzed performance bounds for

ranging and positioning with ultra-wideband (UWB) radio

signals [4], [5]. In UWB settings, the channel is often modeled

as a combination of specular reflections and so-called dense

or diffuse multipath (DM) which comprises all other “energy

producing” components [6] that cannot be resolved by the

measurement aperture. By decreasing the bandwidth and thus

going from UWB to conventional wideband radio signals the

specular reflections cannot be isolated from the line-of-sight

(LOS) component anymore, leading to a pulse distortion and

fading effect. In [7] we analysed the ranging and positioning

error bound for these conventional wideband radio signals in

DM scenarios.
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Besides using higher bandwidth, another way to increase the

performance is to use multiple input, multiple output (MIMO)

systems. For passive RFID tags the use of multiple antennas

at the transmitter, tag and receiver have been analyzed with

respect to the received power and bit error rate [8]–[11]. For

ranging/positioning a MIMO-radar system can be employed

using the geometric spread of the sensors and narrowband

signals [12]. For classical outdoor radar applications the re-

ceived signal consists of the backscattered LOS signal and

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Due to the previously

introduced channel model the signal model for RFID radar

systems operating indoors needs to be adapted leading to

severe fading and distortions.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:

• We develop the ranging error variance for correlated and

uncorrelated backscatter channels.

• We characterize the achievable ranging gain for multiple

antennas in a monostatic setup.

• We discuss the position error bound for several readers

leading to a MIMO RFID system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

defines the system and signal model, which is used in Sec-

ton III to develop the ranging error variance for correlated

and uncorrelated channels. Section IV re-visits the relation

between the range and the position estimation errors and

demonstrates how diversity combining can be expressed in

terms of monostatic and bistatic accuracy gains. Section V

draws conclusions and presents an outlook.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

A. System Model

We consider L radio frequency identification (RFID) readers

operating indoors at known positions pℓ, ∀ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L}.
Each reader consists of K closely-spaced antennas that can

all be used to transmit and receive wideband signals (K TRX

per reader). The signal s(t) denotes the baseband equivalent

transmit signal. The M RFID tags placed within the room

at unknown positions p(m), ∀m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} scatter back

the signal to the readers which in turn receive this signal.

The according multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system

model is depicted in Fig. 1.

The solid lines in Fig. 1 characterize monostatic links

connecting antennas from reader ℓ via the tag with itself.

Each monostatic link consists of two consituent channels, the
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Fig. 1. System Model of the MIMO RFID setup including monostatic, bistatic
and multistatic scenarios

downlink from one reader antenna Aℓk to the tag antenna

A(m) and the uplink from the tag antenna A(m) back to the

same reader but not necessarily the same antenna Aℓk′ . As we

will see in Section II-C these channels can be modelled as

correlated or uncorrelated.

The dashed lines in Fig. 1 represent bistatic links connecting

antennas from two different readers, Aℓk and Aℓ′k′ , via the

tag antenna A(m). Since the different readers are placed

at different positions in the room, these channels will be

modelled uncorrelated.

The dashed dotted lines in Fig. 1 depict static clutter that

can be canceled from the received signal depending on the

employed signaling scheme (cf. [3], [13], [14]).

B. Channel Model

Each individual baseband radio channel between any reader

antenna Aℓk and a tag antenna A(m) is modeled by a hybrid

deterministic-stochastic channel model [15]

h
(m)
ℓk (τ) = α

(m)
ℓk δ(τ − τ

(m)
ℓk ) + ν

(m)
ℓk (τ), (1)

where α
(m)
ℓk describes the complex amplitude of the deter-

ministic line-of-sight (LOS) component with delay τ
(m)
ℓk =

1
c
‖p(m)−pℓk‖, with c as the speed of light. The second term

on the right hand side in (1) denotes the dense multipath

(DM) which models all other multipath components. This

DM is modeled as a zero-mean complex Gaussian random

process. We assume uncorrelated scattering (US) [16], [17]

along the delay axis τ for the DM process which means that

the autocorrelation (ACF) of the DM is given as

Kν(τ, u) = E
{

ν
(m)
ℓk (τ)ν

(m)
ℓk (u)∗

}

= S
(m)
ν,ℓk(τ − τ

(m)
ℓk )δ(τ − u).

(2)

The power delay profile (PDP) S
(m)
ν,ℓk(τ − τ

(m)
ℓk ) is zero for

τ < τ
(m)
ℓk implying that the DM does not exist until the

LOS component excites the channel. We also assume quasi-

stationarity in the spatial domain, meaning that for one reader-

tag configuration, the PDP does not change noticeably in the

vicinity of the tag [18].

The following derivation of the backscatter channel model

does not restrict the usage to a certain model for the PDP;

different choices for the PDP could be an exponentially

decreasing PDP or a double exponential PDP [19]. For easier

readability only one tag is considered in the following, thus

the tag index m will be dropped. This does not limit the

system model since various multiple access schemes can be

employed to handle multiple tags and to separate the signals

from different readers [3], [13], [14].

C. Backscatter Channel Model

One backscatter channel is formed by concatenation of the

respective uplink channel hℓk with a downlink channel hℓ′k′ .

This pinhole channel can be modelled by the convolution of

the two constituent channels as

hℓk,ℓ′k′ = (hℓk ∗ hℓ′k′)(τ)

= αℓkαℓ′k′δ(τ − τℓk − τℓ′k′)

+ αℓkνℓ′k′(τ − τℓk) + αℓ′k′νℓk(τ − τℓ′k′ )

+ νℓk(τ) ∗ νℓ′k′(τ).

(3)

The first term in (3) shows the deterministic part of the

backscatter channel. The second and third terms are the

convolution of the DM of the downlink channel with the

deterministic part of the uplink channel, and vice versa.

Finally, the fourth term is the convolution of the two DM

processes of the individual radio channels. By combining the

last three terms in (3) to νℓk,ℓ′k′(τ), the backscatter channel

can be decomposed into a deterministic and a stochastic part

resulting in a similar structure as for the individual channel

in (1). The model in (3) assumes constant backscattering of

the tag over the whole used bandwidth. This assumption does

certainly not hold true for the UWB case, but the smaller the

bandwidth gets, the less frequency dependent the radar cross

section of a tag gets [20], [21].

Using the quasi-stationarity and the US assumption, the

PDP of the backscatter channel is the second central moment

of the DM process. Since the DM is described by a zero-mean

Gaussian process, first and second moment give a complete

description of the random process. In [22] the US assumption

has been proven for a backscatter channel consisting of two

US channels. Using νℓk,ℓ′k′(τ) as the sum of the last three

terms in (3), the PDP of the BS channel for two uncorrelated



channels is [23]

Sν,ℓk,ℓ′k′ (τ) = E
{

νℓk,ℓ′k′(τ)ν∗ℓk,ℓ′k′(τ)
}

(4)

= |αℓk|
2Sν,ℓ′k′ (τ − τℓk)

+ |αℓ′k′ |2Sν,ℓk(τ − τℓ′k′ )

+ Sν,ℓk(τ) ∗ Sν,ℓ′k′ (τ).

For two fully correlated constituent channels, e.g. the downlink

and the uplink are the same, the PDP is [22]

Sν,ℓk,ℓk(τ) = E
{

νℓk,ℓk(τ)ν
∗
ℓk,ℓk(τ)

}

(5)

= 4|αℓk|
2Sν,ℓk(τ − τℓk) + 2Sν,ℓk(τ) ∗ Sν,ℓk(τ).

The power in the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) components is thus

twice as high for fully correlated channels as for uncorrelated

constituent channels. In comparison the power in the LOS

component is the same for correlated and uncorrelated con-

stituent channels.

D. Received Signal

RFID reader ℓ transmits a baseband pulse s(t) via anntena

k and the downlink channel hℓk(τ) to the tag. Assuming

perfect backscattering by the tag, the signal is then fed via

the uplink channel hℓ′k′(τ) and antenna k′ to RFID reader ℓ′.
The received signal is given as

r(t) = s(t) ∗ hℓk,ℓ′k′(t) + ω(t) (6)

= αℓkαℓ′k′s(t− τℓk − τℓ′k′) + s(t) ∗ νℓk,ℓ′k′ (t) + ω(t),

where ω(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with a

two-sided power spectral density of N0/2.

III. RANGING ERROR BOUND AND PERFORMANCE GAIN

In [7] we derived the ranging error bound for dense mul-

tipath channels which is the inverse of the square root of the

equivalent Fisher information (EFI) for the delay estimation

problem

R(τ) =
√

I−1
τ . (7)

The EFI for an AWGN channel (neglecting multipath) is well

known [24] and can be presented in a canonical form as

IAWGN
τ,ℓk,ℓ′k′ = 8π2β2SNRℓk,ℓ′k′ (8)

where β2 = ‖ṡτ‖
2

(4π2‖sτ‖2 =
∫
f
f2|S(f)|2df

∫
f
|S(f)|2df

is the effective (mean

square) bandwidth of the (energy-normalized) transmit pulse

s(t)
F
←→ S(f), sτ is the sampled transmit pulse shifted

to τ = τℓk + τℓ′k′ , ṡτ is its derivative, and SNRℓk,ℓ′k′ =
|αℓkαℓ′k′ |2

N0

‖sτ‖
2Ts is the signal to noise ratio with Ts = 1/fs,

fs being the sampling frequency.

Adding the Gaussian DM, the EFI can be presented for a single

backscatter channel in a canonical form as [4]

Iτ,ℓk,ℓ′k′ = 8π2β2γSINRℓk,ℓ′k′ (9)

= 8π2β2S̃INRℓk,ℓ′k′ , (10)

where SINR is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

(SINR) of the LOS component, and γ is the so-called whiten-

ing gain. The product of β2, SINR, and γ thus provides the

amount of information transmitted in the LOS component

when influenced by DM and AWGN. For the derivation of

(9), the inverse of the covariance matrix of DM plus AWGN is

needed as a whitening operator. The SINR and the whitening

gain γ are also combined in the effective SINR, S̃INR which

can be expressed as (see the appendix)

S̃INRℓk,ℓ′k′ =
|αℓkαℓ′k′ |2

N0
‖sτ‖

2Ts

‖ṡτ‖
2
H

‖ṡτ‖2
sin2(φ), (11)

where ‖ · ‖2H denotes the weighted squared norm in a Hilbert

space defined by the covariance Cn/σ
2
n (see the appendix),

and φ is the angle between sτ and its derivative ṡτ in this

Hilbert space.

In Fig. 2 the SINR, S̃INR, and γ are shown for a monostatic

setup for fully correlated and for uncorrelated constituent

channels with solid and dashed lines respectively over a wide

range of bandwidths (BW). The necessary distance between

the downlink and uplink of the backscatter channel to be (at

least partially) uncorrelated is characterized by the correlation

distance which is defined as the distance at which the corre-

lation of two channel impulse responses drops below a given

value (e.g. 50 %). For uniformly distributed angle-of-arrivals

the correlation distance is in the order of the wavelength λ
[25]. The SINR is bound for high BW by the signal to noise

ratio (SNR) and for low BW by the Rician K-factor of the

backscatter channel.1 For high bandwidths the effective SINR

is also bound by the SNR, while for low bandwidths the S̃INR
achieves the SNR as well. The effective SINR is in fact a

measure of the pulse distortion rather than the fading of the

LOS component [7].

The REB decreases linearly with the effective bandwidth in

conformity with (10). According to Fig. 2 the effective SINR

increases from about 10MHz also with increasing bandwidth;

thus the REB decreases slightly more than linearly with the

bandwidth.

The gain in SINR achieved by using two closely-spaced an-

tennas with uncorrelated constituent channels in a monostatic

setup is 3 dB for low BW and gets 0 dB for high BW, where the

whitening gain is already negligible, since the LOS component

is isolated from the DM and the channel is AWGN dominated.

The gain for S̃INR is highest in the medium BW region where

the most pulse disortion occurs and is about 2 dB. This gain for

SINR and S̃INR for uncorrelated channels is explained by the

additional power in the DM process according to Section II-C.

Looking at a 1-dimensional positioning scenario, e.g. posi-

tioning on a conveyor belt, where only ranging is needed, the

EFI from (10) can be extended for one RFID reader with K
antennas as

Iτ,ℓK = 8π2β2
K
∑

k=1

K
∑

k′=k

S̃INRℓk,ℓk′ . (12)

This equation holds for antenna arrays which are closely

spaced with respect to the distance between the tag and the

1For Fig. 2 the KLOS factor for the constituent channels are chosen such
that the backscatter channel has an overall KLOS of 1 [22].
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center point of the array. The second sum in (12) only indexes

K−k+1 terms, since the channel from k to k′ and the reverse

channel from k′ to k are the same (reciprocity) thus no new

observation of the DM process is obtained.

For an antenna array with K antennas, K fully correlated

and
∑K−1

k=1 k = K(K−1)
2 uncorrelated backscatter channels are

available, leading to a total effective SINR of

S̃INRtotal = KS̃INRℓk,ℓk +
K(K − 1)

2
S̃INRℓk,ℓk′

=

(

K + guncorr

K(K − 1)

2

)

S̃INRℓk,ℓk

≈ K2S̃INRℓk,ℓk,

(13)

where guncorr is the gain in S̃INR for an uncorrelated versus a

correlated measurement and is approximated as 2 for the final

approximation.

In Fig. 3 the REB is depicted for different reader arrays. The

gain due to the twofold antenna array and 4-ary antenna array

is shown by the REB. From (12) and Fig. 3 it is clear that

the REB scales slightly more than linearly with the bandwidth.

According to (13) the number of antennas also scales the REB

linearly. However, the gain for using uncorrelated constituent

channels is smaller than 2, thus the gain for using additional

antennas is smaller than for increasing the bandwidth.

By simulating a ranging scenario with one RFID reader

with K antennas the REB can be evaluated. For the following

simulations, a double exponential PDP is used to model the

NLOS contributions by the DM process [19]. For ranging two

different estimators are used, a classical matched filter (MF)

and a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. The accuracy gain

due to the whitening operation used for the ML estimator is

especially noticeable for BW between 50 and 500 MHz. The

better performance of the MF estimator at low BW can be

explained by the fact, that the complete DM interferes with

the LOS, thus the MF uses the power in the DM also for

ranging. The ML estimator, in contrast, will suppress the DM

process due to the whitening filter.

The accuracy gain for the K-ary array is also shown by

the standard deviations of the estimator errors. Furthermore, a

detection gain can be identified when inspecting the curves for

the ML estimator for SISO and MIMO processing. The ML

estimator achieves the REB at lower bandwidths since the de-

tection of the LOS is enhanced, similarily as the bit error rate

is decreased for MIMO processing in communication systems.

While the detection gain is impressive at bandwidth below

10MHz the limit for useable indoor positioning, assuming a

ranging accuracy in the submeter range, is roughly in the range

from 20 to 100MHz.

IV. POSITIONING ERROR BOUND AND PERFORMANCE

GAIN

The position error bound (PEB) is the square root of

the trace of the inverse EFI matrix (EFIM) on the position

estimation error

P{p} =

√

tr{III−1
p } ≤

√

E {‖p− p̂‖2} (14)

and can be computed from the EFI for the delay estimation

with the chain rule as [4], [5]

IIIp =

L
∑

ℓ=1

K
∑

k=1

K
∑

k′=k

Iτ,ℓk,ℓk′hℓk,ℓk′hT
ℓk,ℓk′

+

L−1
∑

ℓ=1

L
∑

ℓ′=ℓ+1

K
∑

k=1

K
∑

k′=1

Iτ,ℓk,ℓ′k′hℓk,ℓ′k′hT
ℓk,ℓ′k′ ,

(15)

where the first term accounts for the monostatic channels

between an RFID reader with itself, and the second term

relates to the bistatic channels between two different readers

leading to a multistatic scenario (cf. Fig. 1). The geometry of

the setup is expressed by hℓk,ℓ′k′ as (cf. [4], [5], [12])

h
(m)
ℓk,ℓ′k′ =

1

c
(e

(m)
ℓk + e

(m)
ℓ′k′ ), (16)
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where we included the index of the tag for completeness

and e
(m)
ℓk is a unit vector in the direction between the m-

th tag and the k-th antenna of the ℓ-th reader. Using the

approximation that for closely spaced antennas the unit vector

e
(m)
ℓk ≈ e

(m)
ℓk′ ,∀k, k′ and introducing hℓ,ℓ′ for h

(m)
ℓk,ℓ′k′ , (15) can

be written with (13) as

IIIp ≈ 8π2β2K2
L
∑

ℓ=1

S̃INRℓ,ℓhℓ,ℓh
T
ℓ,ℓ

+ 8π2β2K2
L−1
∑

ℓ=1

L
∑

ℓ′=ℓ+1

S̃INRℓ,ℓ′hℓ,ℓ′h
T
ℓ,ℓ′ .

(17)

By increasing the number of antennas per reader, the EFIM

for the position error scales with the square of the number of

antennas K in both the monostatic directions and the bistatic

directions. Thus the PEB decreases linearly with respect to

the number of antennas in the directions defined by h
(m)
ℓ,ℓ and

h
(m)
ℓ,ℓ′ . Furthermore, by increasing the number of readers, the

gain in monostatic directions is achieved L-times, while the

gain in bistatic directions is applied
L(L−1)

2 -times.

In Fig. 4 the 2-fold standard deviation ellipses are depicted

for different tag positions in a half plane. These ellipses

can be computed from the inverse of the position EFIM

IIIp. One RFID reader is positioned at [0 0]T and another

reader at [5 0]T. These readers are either equipped with one

or two TRX, dependening on the scenario. The first two

scenarios (2x1TRX monostatic only, and 2x1TRX mono- and

bistatic) use one TRX, while the latter two scenarios (2x2TRX

monostatic only, and 2x2TRX mono- and bistatic) use two

TRX at each reader. For the first and third scenario, no time

synchronisation is needed between the RFID readers, since

only backscatter channels are used that originate and end at

the same reader.

Within these scenarios, the influence of the geometry is

clearly visible. According to (16) monostatic measurements
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(Scenarios 1 and 3) add information only in the radial di-

rections, corresponding to circles around the readers. Bistatic

measurements (between two different readers) add information

mainly in the orthogonal axis, which corresponds to the normal

direction of an ellipse with the two readers in its foci. In

Fig. 4 this directional information gain is well visible since

the ellipses for the mono- and bistatic scenarios are tangent to

the monostatic scenarios in one direction, while an information

gain is seen for the orthogonal direction.

By comparing the ellipses for Scenarios 1 and 2 with

the Scenarios 3 and 4, respectively, the accuracy gain for

additional antennas can be seen. The ellipses for Scenarios

3 and 4 have the same orientations as for Scenarios 1 and 2,

and are K-times smaller.

To evaluate the overall potential positioning performance in

the half plane, the PEB is displayed in Fig. 5 for a 10 cm

spacing over the half plane. The gain by adding an additional

antenna is about a factor of two like described by (17).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The MIMO gain and bandwidth scaling have been an-

alyzed for RFID positioning in dense multipath scenarios.

The error standard deviation for additional antennas scales

roughly linearly with respect to a single monostatic link.

Increasing the bandwidth scales the standard deviation of each

measurement slightly more than linearly, leading to a higher

gain. Furthermore, additional antennas also show a detection

gain enabling the usage of lower bandwidths. The next steps

are to validate these findings by measurements and develop

algorithms which are able to employ the theoretical findings.

APPENDIX

The EFI is defined as the second moment of the partial

derivative of the log-likelihood function [24]. By sampling the



received signal in (6) the likelihood function conditioned on

the parameter vector ψ = [τ,ℜα,ℑα] is defined as

f(r|ψ) ∝ exp
{

−(r− sτα)
HC−1

n (r− sτα)
}

(A.18)

where the covariance matrix of DM and AWGN is

Cn = σ2
nIN +Cc = σ2

nIN + S̄HSν,ℓk,ℓ′k′ S̄, (A.19)

where S̄ = [s0, · · · , sN−1]
T ∈ RN×N is the full signal

matrix with si =
[

s((−i)Ts), . . . , s((N − 1 − i)Ts)
]T

[4].

The elements of the covariance matrix are

[S̄HSνℓk,ℓ′k′ S̄]n,m =

N−1
∑

i=0

TsSνℓk,ℓ′k′ (iTs) (A.20)

× s((n− i)Ts)s((m− i)Ts).

The derivation of the FIM under non-stationary, non-white

Gaussian noise, involves a whitening operation that is defined

by the inverse of the covariance matrix. By utilizing an eigen-

vector decomposition for the covariance matrix, we introduce

the Fourier weighted inner product in a Hilbert space defined

[7] by

〈x,y〉H
σ2
n

= yHC−1
n x

= yHU(Λ+ σ2
nIN )−1UHx

=
1

σ2
n

N−1
∑

i=0

yHuiu
H
i x

λi/σ2
n + 1

(A.21)

to completely define the FIM. This yields the SINR of the

LOS component as

SINRℓkℓ′k′ =
|αℓkαℓ′k′ |2

N0
‖sτ‖

2
HTs sin

2(φ), (A.22)

where ‖ · ‖2H denotes the squared norm in the Hilbert space,

and φ is the angle between sτ and its derivative ṡτ in this

Hilbert space. It can cleary be seen, that the SINR is directly

influenced by the power of the DM which is reflected in the

eigenvalues λi in the whitening operation. The whitening gain

is

γ =
‖ṡτ‖

2
H‖sτ‖

2

‖ṡτ‖2‖sτ‖2H
, (A.23)

and the effective SINR is

S̃INRℓkℓ′k′ =
|αℓkαℓ′k′ |2

N0
‖sτ‖

2Ts

‖ṡτ‖
2
H

‖ṡτ‖2
sin2(φ). (A.24)
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